"I WILL BE FOUND"

Some of the most beautiful and most to be treasured material gifts come to us without any effort
on our part. They daily strew our path – repeated declarations of the abundant goodness and
generosity of the Creator toward the creature. Sad it is to say, too often do we carelessly gather
the gifts, forgetting to thank the Giver.
There is Heaven's first and most glorious gift to earth — Light, without which nothing could be
that is; No color for the flowers, no mantle for the hills, no song for the birds, no coral for the
beach, no glory for the sky.
Oh, how great a gift is light! — so vast in all its prolific qualities; earth's parent of every pretty
and powerful element, and Heaven's promise, “There shall be no night there".
Again, we have that

Most Merciful of All Nature's Ministers —

Sleep. We cannot describe the worth of this benediction, which soothes in its cradle the whole
human family and puts to rest every living thing. Hushed upon its bosom do the saddest and
sorest find their sustenance for the morrow's waking. In the sweet oblivion of its harmless opiate
do the suffering lose their pains. Anchored within the calm of its haven do the troubled rest from
care. Rocked in its material arms does the orphan lose her tear. O sleep, that fount at which all
Nature refills her emptied cup, and from whose exhaustless springs we recuperate energies
spent in waking hours! — Sweet sleep — the forerunner of that long sleep in which, at the close
of life's last day, the children of God lose all earth's weariness and find recuperation of every
power for the waking on a morning perpetual.
Then, God has surrounded the bivouac of life with the uplifting influence of Music. Great
orchestras nave poured forth the impassioned soul of musical talent in interpretation of the
world's great composers and swayed vast audiences. Military bands have, with martial strains,
inspired dispirited troops and enthused wearied soldiers with heroic courage. But what music
can vie with that of God's own minstrels in the galleries of the forests on the bridal morn of
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spring? what notes are as perfect? What strains are as sweet? What harmonies are as rich as
these little feathered musicians lift? The moans and sobs and sighs of earth are largely atoned
for in those musical voices, which seem to catch the thrills of immortal song and bring Heaven
right down just where we are.
Music, blessing us in our waking, through cottage lattice or palatial casement; soothing us with
its lullabies at even tide, whether young or old, prince or pauper, since it is God's gift and, as all
His benedictions, knows no discrimination.
He Has Put Jewels Into Groundpits
as well as on celestial gates, and made this world for the poorest peasant so surpassingly
beautiful that, but for sin and sorrow, we should become bewildered and surely think earth
Heaven. Then there are the lessons God has sketched upon the Landscape. Michael Angelo,
Dore, Tissot have carved out of marble, or thrown on to canvas, some magnificent productions
which will call forth praise and admiration as long as the ages roll, and which have been both an
education and a blessing to countless numbers. But what masterpiece of sculptor's chisel or
artist's brush can so arrest the eye, fascinate the mind, melt the heart and bless the soul as the
picture of a Springtide morning which comes down from God out of Heaven like a bride adorned
for her husband"?
Who can describe a spring morning? The rising sun, two shafts of flame, leaning against the sky.
The dew swinging in the cradle of the branches, and the light coming down to kiss it into jewels.
The water-torrent striking its crystal heels against its pebbled path, leaping from crag to crevice
like deer in the chase, myriad flowers breakfasting at the brook in their brilliant dresses of purple
and gold, and the water-lily lifting her cup to cloudlets sashed in the ribbons of the rainbow.
Every rose a very paean of color — every whispering leaf a prayer — every bird a divine
messenger every tree a psalm — every up turned petal a reflection of God's glory.
Oh, that we who have sermons to preach and sermons to write and sermons to live would learn
our lessons from the
Great Commentary
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God has stretched between sky and soil! The theology which bathes the soul in the dew of the
morning and fills the heart with the nectar of the honey suckle is by far the truest interpreter of
God the Creator.
But while God has placed within our reach — right at our own door — wondrous and
multitudinous blessings, there are things of vital importance to life and living that cannot be ours
without intelligent and persistent seeking.
The prophet Jeremiah, declaring the counsel of the Lord, says, "when ye shall search for He with
all your heart I will be found of you", making it unmistakably plain that the same condition is the
inevitable and unalterable law of spiritual life — and to an even more exacting degree. The
eternal riches of God's great sacrifice, without exception, are conditional upon a whole-hearted
search, an absorbing hunger, an importunate plea.
From the dawn of the Christian era, from the hour Calvary bridged the gulf 'twixt God and man,
from the time the rent tomb and empty grave declared a Resurrection Morning, every saving
factor of salvation's plan has been bound round with that inflexible condition that to find you
must seek, to enter you must knock, to drink of living fountains you must come, to possess the
Kingdom you must surrender. No promise in the Bible, no part in the atonement, no Heaven for
those who will not search!
This is the price He has decided upon for His treasures — not the price of gold, as demanded
from bondmen to pay their ransom; not the price of blood, as asked by heathen priests to
purchase absolution; not the price of torture, as exacted by superstitious creed to atone for sins
— this Christ gives Himself — "I will be found" — in return for a diligent search.
While this text gives but one condition with which the soul must comply in order to find God,
and that condition is simple, yet it is unalterable and imperative. Perhaps it is because these two
facts are so little understood that more souls fail to find God through looking for Him with but
half a heart, half a purpose, half a will, rather than through looking for Him in mistaken places.
Although we may mistake the place, go to the grave where He is not, as did Hary in the Garden,
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yet, again as He did with Mary, He will put Himself in our way, step right into our path so that we
cannot miss Him, if we will but seek for Him with the whole heart, for this is the only condition.
I have no doubt but that if God had said, "When ye shall search for Me with the whole head I
will be found of you," a very much larger number would be in the pursuit. It is so much easier to
give the head than the heart — a mere mental bargain which only offers one faculty of the being,
for great as is its single capacity for reasoning, it is immeasurably inferior to the spirit which
marshals into line every power of the being. God, in insisting that the search should be of the
whole heart, asks that the finest qualities and emotions of the creature should be utilized in
seeking for his Creator.
Had the search depended upon any mental gift some would have had ten thousand times the
chance of others, and the reward be won more by what we inherited than by what we merited.
Those who had exceptional ability to reason and to philosophize would have entered the contest
and reached the goal, but the seething masses of unlearned and depraved, with their
undeveloped intellects and uneducated minds, would have made terrible havoc of trying to find
him, and would have been hopelessly behind in the race. Here is the great mistake so many
make; they seek for Christ with
The Head Instead of with the Heart!
Do they not look for Him in philosophical and theological books, hunt for Him through the
avenues of ponderous volumes and make the search a mental quest? Do they not study up
religion instead of finding it? Do they not learn it to quote instead of getting it to live? Seeking
— seeking all the time — but seeking for Him in the wrong way. Jesus is not a library, but a Spirit;
not on a page, but on a path; not in a grave, as Mary thought, but in our life, and it is only the
swift feet of the burning passion of the heart that can find Him.
We must seek Him with the “whole heart” — that is, an undivided heart. Herein is a snare into
which numbers have fallen. They make a calculation of what they are and possess, and divide
their interest, giving part to the Kingdom and part to the world. But God never accepts part. He
only accepts all, and therefore, when our ambitions are centered upon the world and upon
worldly gain, it is impossible to seek Him so as to find Him. The divided interest makes a divided
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search. You cannot serve God and mammon; neither can you expect to find God when earthly
gains befog your view. Eternal treasures are not thrown in our way to take second place in our
affections. Immortal gems are not mixed with jewels which are perishable. We must seek Him
with a "single eye' and an all-absorbing thirst that cannot be appeased at any other fount.
The Whole Heart
means a concentrated heart. I have met many seekers who have sorely complained of not finding
Christ, and upon inquiry I have found the all-important question of finding Him has not been
given that concentrated determined, diligent seeking a whole-hearted purpose inexorably
demands.
More than once they have decided to search for Him. Possibly the influence of the earnest words
of a messenger of God, or the sorrows of a bereavement, or the trials of a reverse in fortune, or
even a casual meeting with one who has laid aside all of this world's goods to follow Him, have
made them to realize their want of God.
They have wanted God and, finding He was not in the house, they have looked out through the
lattice of their souls across their surrounding circumstances, and through the circle of their
friends, but not finding Him anywhere about have given up the search. Other claims have pressed
in and, like the waves upon the sandy shore, have soon effaced the awakened yearnings after
God. We cannot expect to find God by periodical reflections, or occasional regrets, or a few
hungering desires, or even the deep conviction that our life is without Him. It is only the wholesouled cry He will answer; it is only to the intent and violent that he will give the Kingdom, and
it is only for the hard, earnest, desperate search He will put Himself in our way, for Heaven is too
great a country to be captured by a spasmodic skirmish.
The Whole Heart Means a Thirsting Heart
"They that thirst after righteousness shall be filled". The strongest craving of which the human
body can be conscious is the craving for water, and the greatest suffering which it can endure is
the suffering caused by thirst. The most agonizing death to which men can be subjected is that
resulting from thirst. Every capacity to want in our whole being is engaged when we thirst. The
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mind and heart and every fiber of the body enters into the demand. The poor man in the desert,
hunting across the scorched sands for the stream, can only think, see, hear, say or feel the one
word — water! Every other want that previous to this possessed him is obliterated; he wants
water, and only water, and nothing else but water; there can be no substitute for it. NO pearl,
no money, no precious stone, no food, no loved one can quench the craving — only water!
This is how the soul should search for God with that burning, parched thirst which at no other
fount is slaked. Then every other pursuit is abandoned, every other aim is forgotten, every other
interest loses attraction, every other treasure is secondary, and whereas Christ has been a minor
consideration, Christ is all. When a great thirst for Heaven takes possession of our hearts, we very
soon see this world, at its best, to be but a very poor thing, for how can the temporal be
compared with the Eternal — the finite with the Infinite? So much greater is the Divine that only
the undivided, concentrated, all-absorbing passion of that immortal breath within us called the
soul can secure Him.
We Must Seek Him with Faith —
not doubtingly, but believingly, claiming His promises, relying upon His Word that He will be
found of us. The way may be very dark when we start the search, it may be blockaded by
innumerable difficulties – difficulties which our wrong-doings in the past crowd in upon us;
difficulties by which our present circumstances entangle our way; difficulties we encounter with
our ungodly relations, or in the hard struggle to maintain a living; difficulties in the forebodings
which shadow our future path, yet we must seek Him with faith.
Some will have to look for Him through the night of a godless past; some through the choking
fogs of a skeptical mind; some through the thorny paths of poverty and sorrow; but He who
whole-heartedly purposes and wills to believe will find Him.
Faith is not a thing of the head; it is a faculty of the heart. It is not according to understanding,
but rather favors not understanding. Where there is complete comprehension – explanation —
reason, there is no room for faith — no place — no need, Where reason and understanding stop,
faith begins. Apart from faith we have no connection with God. Faith is our bond of union.
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What infinite encouragement! Hy heart thrills as I think about it! Unworthy though we are, not
understanding many things, feeble and faltering humanly, is the promise, "I will be found of
you.” As well as pricelessly precious, how wonderful it is that if man will but seek his Cod with
the whole heart God will not let him look in vain!
The condition is not where we look, but how we look. It is not according to knowledge, but
according to desire. We may even look for Him in mistaken places; we may, as Mary, in our
confusion of grief and fear, even seek Him where he is not. Possibly through mistaken teaching
in childhood's years we hunt for Him through the tedious vistas of empty form, or even in places
where Christ is as little likely to be as He was in the grave. But if our search is sincere, if our whole
heart is in it, if we are looking for Him and Him only, He will, as He did with Mary, put Himself in
our way — He will come to meet us — He will step right into our path, so that we cannot possibly
miss Him. He may not come just in the way or wearing the clothes we expect, but He will come.
He will be found of us. In the kitchen, or at the street-corner, or in the midst of our daily
occupation, or on a sick-bed with nothing to help us, He will just as really and quickly and
completely reward our search as were we engaged in the hunt in a church pew under the most
forceful sermon ever delivered,
I have seen men find Him where the shepherds did in the barn; and where Paul did — on
horseback; and where Mary did — in the garden; and where the jailer did — in prison. I have
seen men find Him on the billowing seas, in the heart of the forest, down in the mine shaft, and
away on the glaciers of Alaska. I witnessed a man, weeping, find Him in the saloon where he had
bartered all his life's happiness. There is not a spot on earth where Christ will not come to meet
us if we will only seek Him with that heart that so thirsts that it will go anywhere to find Him. It is
not where, it is how, we seek Him, unless there is any particular place where we lost Him, and
then we must go back there to find Him. This is why Mary went to the grave — He was not there,
but it was there they had laid Him; and so she came back with her breaking heart to find Him,
and He was found of her. If you know at what part of the journey you lost Him, for what sin you
sacrificed Him, I think it can be only there you can seek Him with the whole heart, and so only
there He can meet you.
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We Shall Find Him
I heard of a man who looked for a million dollars, and found ten million. But here is a rewarded
search which gives everything — wealth which can never perish, joy which can never change,
beauty which can never fade, life which can never die – Christ risen – a Resurrection Morning —
an Everlasting Easter — an Eternal Springtide!
Oh, what a finding. Oh, what a finding! The Winter with its storm-beating and wind-scourging
and frost-stinging – gone! Spring — with “the singing of the birds" — come! In the country at
this time of the year there are singing and dancing and frisking on the part of all the animal
creation. Birds chanting love-songs on the branches, ants racing up and down the hillock,
squirrels larking with the chipmunks, toads whirring in the mill-pond. We catch in every note, in
every sound, "The Winter gone, the spring come!" So on that new morning, that wondrously
glad hour which breaks in upon the soul when it finds Jesus, there are a million awakenings of
spiritual Springtide. Where life was hard and to serve others an irksome business, life is easy and
to live for others the soul's greatest delight. Where the world was a cold place, with little pleasing
to us, it is a captivatingly beautiful place, full of the goodness of God. Everything is changed
exactly in the same way that everything changed for Mary when in her pathway she found Jesus.
We Shall Find a Friend
There are very few words in the English language more beautiful than friend. It means so much.
It means there is somebody there to help you when you need help most. It means there is
someone there to care for you when perhaps in your own opinion you are the least worthy of
being cared for. It means there is somebody who thinks of you because of what you are, not
because of what you have, or look, or sound, or seem. It means somebody who loves you, not
because of what you can give to them, but more because of what they can give to you. It means
somebody who will not misjudge you. It means although they may not always understand you.
somebody who will be faithful to you and help you to the best of their ability to the end. But
there are very few in our day who are worthy of the full meaning of the name friend. Many start
to befriend us, they promise they will do so, and we expect it of them and reckon upon it; but
something happens which changes them, or perhaps they change without the something
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happening, and when we want them most when trouble comes, when the children die or they
grow up to disappoint us, or our health fails, or through misfortune ye become poor, or our good
looks are gone, or it is more profitable for them to befriend another in our place — just when we
want them most they have changed toward us, and we do not feel able to depend any more
upon their friendship.
"What a Friend we have in Jesus!” — such a Friend! — a friend who will never change a friend
who, having taken our hand in his, will hold it until we kiss the nail-pierced palm in the Eternal
Morning. He will walk the journey with us every step. Disappointments told to Him will lose their
bitterness. He will be no less tender at the last than at the beginning. He will always understand
our wants and our feelings. He will never be too fax off to hear of too occupied to help.
We shall find Love. We shall read it on His lace, and feel it in His touch, and drink it from His lips
— the love of God. No fathoming-line can sound its depths, no bird of the skies can soar its
heights, no six-winged Seraphim can sweep its circumference. Heaven could not hold it. The
ingratitude and unbelief of a world that rejected Him could not change it. Calvary's up billowing,
surging sea of torment could not destroy it. This love will change our hearts, change our lives,
change our habits, change our desires, for it will give to us His likeness, when we find Him.
We shall find a Saviour, He will do for us what no other power can do. "As a thick cloud" He will
blot out our sins. The doctrine of the Atonement has not changed — it is still the one great
central truth of God's plan of salvation. There is only one figure held up in the art galleries oi the
Bible —the “Lamb of God, that taketh away the sins of the world”. There is only one stream
surging down the immovable Rock of the Ages for our cleansing the "Fountain opened in the
house of David for sin and uncleanness". There is only one ineffable Being to whom a sinning
soul is directed for his salvation. "Look unto me and be ye saved, all the ends of the earth".
I have been told that the deeper the water the more beautiful the pearl. I do not know if this is
true, but I do know that from the greatest depth of sin and sorrow the Lord Jesus Christ has
gathered some of His brightest Jewels. Paul was a persecutor of Him, Buyan was an inebriate
and a blasphemer, John Newton was a libertine, the Earl of Rochester was an infidel. Yet the
grace of God went plunging down through the fathoms of their transgressions until it reached
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them and brought them up into the light. And I declare here that although every physical, mental
and spiritual power be wrecked upon the high seas of our wrong-doings, when we find Christ He
will make us whole.
Oh, what a Gospel! What a story to tell, what a song to sing, what a theme to live for! His power
is omnipotent, His mercy a sea without shores, His love from everlasting to everlasting!

(March 31, 1923)
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